Predictive factors for pneumonia onset after cardiac surgery in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
To develop a predictive system for the occurrence of nosocomial pneumonia in patients who had cardiac surgery performed. Retrospective cohort study.Setting. Two cardiologic tertiary care hospitals in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Between June 2000 and August 2002, there were 1,158 consecutive patients who had complex heart surgery performed. Patients older than 18 years who survived the first 48 postoperative hours were included in the study. The occurrence of pneumonia was diagnosed through active surveillance by an infectious diseases specialist according to the following criteria: the presence of new infiltrate on a radiograph in association with purulent sputum and either fever or leukocytosis until day 10 after cardiac surgery. Predictive models were built on the basis of logistic regression analysis and classification and regression tree (CART) analysis. The original data set was divided randomly into 2 parts, one used to construct the models (ie, "test sample") and the other used for validation (ie, "validation sample"). The area under the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve was 69% for the logistic regression model and 76% for the CART model. Considering a probability greater than 7% to be predictive of pneumonia for both models, sensitivity was higher for the logistic regression models, compared with the CART models (64% vs 56%). However, the CART models had a higher specificity (92% vs 70%) and global accuracy (90% vs 70%) than the logistic regression models. Both models showed good performance, based on the 2-graph ROC, considering that 84.6% and 84.3% of the predictions obtained by regression and CART analyses were regarded as valid. Although our findings are preliminary, the predictive models we created showed fairly good specificity and fair sensitivity.